Cisco 700-105 Exam
Volume: 30 Questions

Question: 1
Which two statements about Cisco Validated Designs and Smart Business Architectures are
true? (Choose two.)
A. Cisco Validated Designs provide proven design of solutions that include only Cisco products
and thus ensure single-vendor solutions.
B. Cisco Validated Designs are end-to-end designs that are well-tested and fully documented.
C. Smart Business Architecture guides are available for enterprise-sized deployments only.
D. Smart Business Architecture is a blueprint for delivering the three Cisco architectures in a
modular approach.
Answer: B,D

Question: 2
Which description of the Cisco Collaboration architecture is true'?
A. a flexible network framework designed to enable integration with the collaboration
requirements of the customer
B. a flexible collaboration framework designed to support any customer and any user
collaboration needs
C. a collaboration framework designed to support the collaboration needs of a typical large
enterprise
D. a collaboration framework designed to integrate the existing customer collaboration
functionalities with Cisco network infrastructure
Answer: A

Question: 3
Which option is a key challenge for customers and their IT teams caused by the evolution of
communication tools?
A. skills of the IT teams
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B. keeping the organizational structure unchanged while adapting to new collaboration
solutions
C. fragmentation and complexity of collaboration tools
D. time for implementation of collaboration hardware
E. managing infrastructure that is not based on Cisco Collaboration
F. costs of collaboration
Answer: D

Question: 4
Which two operational benefits are provided by Cisco Business Edition 6000 virtualization?
(Choose two.)
A. reduced risk because each application runs on a separate physical server
B. reduced costs through integrated management and a scalable platform
C. time savings through easy platform management
D. support for multiple management platforms
E. reduced costs through support for traditional TDM-based voice systems
Answer: B,C

Question: 5
Which four companies are the strongest Cisco competitors in the area of unified
communications and collaboration? (Choose four)
A. Juniper
B. Avaya
C. Siemens - Unify
D. ZTE
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